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 3.Q: How can I configure Altium to test with all the circuit options (from schematic to gerber) It seems that there is no way to do it in version 2.5 of Altium... I'm using the ICE40 but it's the same for the other vendors. Can someone explain how is it done in newer versions? I don't see any option in the PCB settings. A: In Altium 2.5 you can set your schematic to "I'd like to test this schematic", and
once in the PCB editor you can set the schematic settings to "I'd like to test this PCB" - in this mode you can make testpoints and capture whatever is on the schematic, including any block elements. Once you have this all working on one design you can have a "setup" schematic that has all the settings that are needed for your boards, and then you can simply change over to the "I'd like to test this
board" mode when you need to start testing on a new board. Q: Using NSPredicate with an NSDictionary in Core Data I am trying to use NSPredicate to search through Core Data and get only the results that match a certain condition. For example, I am looking for people that have an Apple ID (key) equal to 123456, that have a birthday in the year 2011 (value), and that are from the province of

Québec (value). In that example, the final value of the Apple ID and the province are keys of an NSDictionary that is the attribute for the person entity. I have written the following predicate: NSPredicate *predicate = [NSPredicate predicateWithFormat:@"AppleID IN [C]%@ AND %@", [self.appleIDArray objectAtIndex:0], [self.provinceArray objectAtIndex:0]]; [nspredicate setObject:[NSArray
arrayWithObjects:@"999999999", @"*", @"@distinctUnionOfObjects(%@)", [NSArray arrayWithObjects:[[[self.appleIDArray objectAtIndex:0] objectForKey:@"id"] componentsSeparatedByString:@"-"], [self.provinceArray objectAtIndex:0], nil] forKey:@"predicate"]; [nspredicate f3e1b3768c
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